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In 1990 Bill Manhire was offered a “fabulous sum of money” to contribute something to 

the Now See Hear! exhibition at Wellington City Art Gallery. The exhibition had been 

conceived as a way of interrogating and subverting ways of thinking about and using 

language; appropriately, Manhire’s contribution, The Asterisk Machine, comprised a 

three-faced rotographic display unit that produced “a screenful of Xs and then one tiny 

solitary asterisk.”1 A printed version appeared the following year in issue 177 of New 

Zealand literary journal Landfall (as The Asterisk Machine Mark 2). The source code for 

The Asterisk Machine Mark 3, an online version of the work developed by Catherine 

Vidler, fills three pages in her debut collection, Furious Triangle (2011, Puncher & 

Wattmann), and the machine continues to work―still a “steady little trundler”―on 

Twitter at @usefulstars under Vidler’s guidance.  

     While the asterisk has many applications, there are six in particular that are useful 

for understanding Vidler’s practice and engagement with the poetic potential of Bill 

Manhire’s works as evidenced by her growing suite of Chaingrass poems.  

     Firstly, the use of an asterisk in mathematical logic and computer science to denote 

a Kleene Star, which signals a unary operation on a set of strings, symbols, or 

characters. Secondly, the use of three asterisks in the shape of a triangle, also known as 

an asterism. Thirdly, the use of three asterisks in a row as a dinkus to indicate a break 

or jump in the text. Fourthly, the use of an asterisk following a word or phrase in the 

body text to indicate a footnote similarly signalled at the bottom of the page. Fifthly, 

the use of an asterisk in religious texts to divide a verse of a Psalm into two portions 

for responsive reading. And, finally, the use of an asterisk in the source code for 

Asterisk Machine Mark 3. 

 

Kleene Star 

 

Vidler found the word “chaingrass” in Bill Manhire’s poem Falseweed, and the section 

in which it appears is excerpted on the front cover of her collection: 

 

I saw how breeze in the chaingrass* 



made the small chains sing, 

 

I began to recall 

how the words came knocking. 

 

My addition of the Kleene Star indicates the command executed in part by Vidler in this 

collection and her wider Chaingrass project―which also includes an earlier version of 

some poems published as a PDF chapbook by Jazz Cigarette, a spiral-bound edition of 

poems published by Zimzalla and a 229-page PDF of patterns adjunct to that book. 

     By way of example, below is a basic illustration of the Kleene star applied to a set of 

characters (in this case, the first three characters of “chaingrass”): 

 

{"c", "h", "a"}* = { ε, "c", "h", "a", "cc", "ch", "ca", "hc", "hh", "ha", "ac", "ah", 

"aa", "ccc", "cch", ...}. 

 

Without knowing what “chaingrass” is or might be (Vidler says the poems, products of 

an intensely visual response of “sustained marvelling,” don't know what “chaingrass” 

is or looks like, “but they do know it exists in the world [&] in this way they celebrate 

both its mystery and its presence” Jazz Cigarette, 2016) the word suggests a 

propagative vegetation captured by Vidler’s concatenation. When the words came 

knocking, Vidler kept opening the door. 

 

Asterism 

 

Like the individual asterisks from which an asterism is formed, an asterism has 

numerous applications, but it is its meteorological and astronomical functions that are 

most relevant to Chaingrass.   

     Used on a station model an asterism indicates moderate snowfall, and many of the 

poems in Chaingrass suggest snowflakes in their dendriform, crystalline form. 

Similarly, the mathematical curve known as a Koch Snowflake, in which the accretion 

of equilateral triangles allows the snowflake’s perimeter to diverge to infinity, provides 

a useful conceptual grounding for the fractal series produced by Vidler’s process of 

“selecting, duplicating, rotating, re-sizing and re-positioning pieces of text.”2 Vidler 

performs a similar role to Nakaya Ukichiro, who went beyond Doi Toshitsura’s 

extensive documentation of snowflakes in Sekka Zusetu by constructing his own 

artificial snowflakes. 

     “Asterism” is also a colloquial synonym for “constellation”, though astronomically 

speaking the latter is a region of the celestial sphere formally recognised by the 

International Astronomical Union and the former―like Vidler’s poems―refers more 

generally to any identified pattern of stars. 

 



Footnote 

 

Two asterisks are required to perform the function of the footnote. Applying one to 

Manhire’s poem Falseweed, and one to Vidler’s collection, we can rightly read the latter 

as a thorough commentary on and illustration of the former, a parenthetical aside that 

has grown to proportions that dwarf its diminutive prompt while simultaneously 

working to expound it exponentially. Following these manipulations, the segments of 

text often come to resemble a self-referential constellation of asterisks. 

 

Dinkus 

 

Unlike the triangular asterism, the dinkus uses three (or more) asterisks in a row 

centred on a page to indicate a shift to a different scene, argument, or section. The 

dinkus can also comprise of more flourished section breaks and developed from the use 

of fleurons, a typographically stylised flower or leaf that poet and typographer Robert 

Bringhurst calls “horticultural dingbats.”3 Vidler’s poems act as a series of such 

horticultural dingbats to accompany Manhire’s chaingrass and signify its shift from the 

strictly linguistic to the visual, a bouquet of section breaks. 

 

Responsive Reading 

 

In American printings of the Book Of Common Prayer asterisks are used to divide a 

verse of a Psalm into two portions for responsive reading during worship or bible 

study. Vidler’s sustained marvelling suggests a reverence of religious proportions that 

is evidenced in the sheer volume of her responses, a whole chorus or congregation to 

Manhire’s lead. 

 

Source Code for Asterisk Machine Mark 3 

 

/* An asterisk (*) denotes a vertex whose identity is unknown. */  

 

Notes 

 

                                                        
1 From a 1991 interview with Iain Sharp. A transcript is available from the New Zealand 

Electronic Poetry Centre: http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/authors/manhire/sharp.asp 

2 See interview with Jazz Cigarette http://www.jazzcig.com/catherinevidler_chaingrass.html 

3 Bringhurst, Robert. 1996, The Elements of Typographic Style, Second edition: Hartley and 

Marks Publishers, Point Roberts & Vancouver. 


